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Modified Data-Pilot-Multiplexed Schemes
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Abstract— In data-pilot-multiplexed OFDM schemes, data-
interference to pilot tones causes degradation in frequency offset
and channel estimation. This paper derives the best data-pilot-
multiplexed scheme in terms of minimizing data-interference on
pilot tones. This design gives a correlated data insertion scheme
(CD) (data on the left and right adjacent tones of each pilot are
correlated) and a null data insertion scheme (ND) (no data are
transmitted on the left and right adjacent tones of each pilot).
Both schemes outperform conventional data-pilot-multiplexed
schemes (CV) significantly (over 7 dB SNR advantage at the
uncoded BER of 2×10−2 and pilot-to-data energy ratio (PDER)
of 5 dB). With the BLUE frequency offset estimator, the CD
scheme yields a better performance than the ND scheme while
having a slight advantage in data throughput. A modified CD
scheme is also presented which transmits the same data rate
at similar complexity as the CV scheme does while achieving a
significant BER improvement (over 3 dB SNR advantage at the
uncoded BER of 2 × 10−2 and PDER of 5 dB).

Index Terms— Data-pilot-multiplexed scheme, frequency off-
set, inter-carrier interference, OFDM.

I. INTRODUCTION

OFDM is very sensitive to frequency offsets which destroy
orthogonality among sub-carriers, introduce inter-carrier

interference (ICI) and can degrade the error performance
significantly. Mainly two approaches have been proposed in
the literature to counteract the frequency offset effect. The
first approach employs a highly accurate frequency offset
estimator by which it compensates for the ICI effect and/or
corrects the local carrier frequency. Training preamble-based
estimators (e.g., [1]-[3]) enjoy high accuracy, low complexity,
and low delay at the expense of training overhead while semi-
blind or blind estimators (e.g., [4]-[6] ) save training overhead
at the expense of high complexity, long delay, and/or less
robust/accurate estimation. The second approach (e.g., [7]-[8])
utilizes a self-ICI-cancellation scheme where data redundancy
(at a code rate of 1/2 or smaller) in frequency domain is
introduced such that significant ICI terms are almost cancelled
out. In most of the consumer-related wireless systems, a data
rate sacrifice is not desirable and hence, the first approach is
typically adopted. For achieving reliable performance with low
complexity at the receiver, all existing OFDM-based wireless
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systems transmit data-pilot-multiplexed OFDM symbols at a
regular rate in order to track the variations in channel gains
and synchronization parameters.

The existing low-complexity, high-accuracy frequency off-
set estimators such as [1]-[3] were developed based on training
signal only. Their performance/applicability for data-pilot-
multiplexed scheme needs further investigation which is pur-
sued in this paper. Consider an OFDM symbol of N sub-
carriers consisting of Np pilot tones and Nd data tones. If no
processing is performed on data tones, the data throughput1

is Nd/N but the frequency offset and channel estimation
performance would be degraded due to data-interference. If
zero interference is desired for the estimation, all Nd data
tones have to be nulled and the data throughput would be
zero. If self-ICI-cancellation code of rate 1/2 is applied for
data tones in order to reduce data-interference to pilot, the data
throughput would be Nd/(2N) and this amount of throughput
loss is undesirable.

In an attempt to improve the estimation performance while
keeping data throughput high, we consider modified data-pilot-
multiplexed schemes where left and right adjacent data tones
of each pilot are modified. The corresponding data throughput
range is from (Nd − 2Np)/N (where all adjacent data tones
are nulled) to Nd/N (where no modification/processing is
performed on adjacent data tones, i.e., conventional data-
pilot-multiplexed scheme (CV)). The data throughputs of our
considered schemes are much larger than that of self-ICI-
cancellation code. By minimizing the interferences of adjacent
data tones on pilot tones, we obtain two schemes (null data
insertion scheme (ND) and correlated data insertion scheme
(CD)) which give quite appreciable improvement in estimation
and BER performance over the CV scheme.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Consider a data-pilot-multiplexed OFDM symbol consisting
of N sub-carriers. The indices of all sub-carriers2 are denoted
by the set J and those of Np pilot tones, Nd data tones,
and Nn null tones are denoted by the disjoint sets Jp,
Jd, and Jn, respectively, where Jp

⋃Jd

⋃Jn = J and
Np+Nd+Nn = N . Since cyclically-equi-spaced, equi-energy
pilot tones are optimal for channel estimation [9] and they are
also used in low-complexity, high-accuracy frequency offset
estimators such as [2]-[3], we adopt cyclically-equi-spaced,

1In this paper, the data throughput is defined as the ratio of the number
of information-bearing data sub-carriers to the total number of OFDM sub-
carriers for the comparison of different data-pilot-multiplexed schemes.

2In this paper, the sub-carrier index refers to the FFT index, not the
transmitted tone index in the frequency-domain.
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equi-energy Np pilot tones multiplexed with Nd data tones,
but our proposed approaches described in Section III can be
applied to other pilot schemes as well. For the pilot tone
spacing of D = N/Np and J ={0, 1, . . ., N −1}, we have Jp

={l+mD : m = 0, . . . , Np −1} where l ∈ {0, . . . , D−1}.
Jd can be separated into two disjoint sets Jd,a and Jd,b where
Jd,a ={l + mD ± 1 : m = 0, . . . , Np − 1} corresponds to
data tones adjacent to pilot tones and Jd,b corresponds to the
remaining data tones. We denote the set Jp,a as the indices
of the pilot tones which have data tones at both their left and
right adjacent tones.

A multi-path fading channel with L sample-spaced taps is
considered and the tap gains h = {hl : l = 0, . . . , L−1} are
assumed to remain constant over one OFDM symbol. The low-
pass equivalent received sample after the cyclic prefix removal
is given by

yn =
1
N

e
j2πnv

N

L−1∑
l=0

hl

N−1∑
k=0

Cke
j2π(n−l)k

N + wn (1)

where v is a normalized frequency offset3 introduced by oscil-
lators’ inaccuracies and {wn} are independent and identically
distributed, circularly-symmetric zero-mean complex Gaussian
noise samples with variance E[|wn|2] = σ2. Ck is the k-th
sub-carrier symbol defined by

Ck =

⎧⎨
⎩

Pk, k ∈ Jp

Sk, k ∈ Jd

0, otherwise
(2)

where {Pk}, which are non-zeros only at k ∈ Jp, represent
pilot tones, and {Sk}, which are non-zeros only at k ∈ Jd,
represent data tones. After FFT operation, the received k-th
sub-carrier symbol is given by

Yk = I0CkHk +

N−1�
n=0,n�=k

In−kCnHn +Wk ≡ I0CkHk +Gk +Wk

(3)
where Hk is the k-th sub-carrier frequency response, {Wk}
are frequency-domain Gaussian noise samples corresponding
to the time-domain noise samples {wn}, In−k is the ICI
coefficient corresponding to the interference from n-th tone
to k-th tone and given by

In−k =
1
N

N−1∑
m=0

e
j2π(v+n−k)m

N (4)

and I0 is the self-distortion coefficient of each sub-carrier due
to the frequency offset. In (3), Gk represents the total inter-
ference experienced at the k-th sub-carrier. The amplitudes
of the ICI coefficients are shown in Fig. 1(a) for an OFDM
system with N = 256. It can be observed that the interferences
coming from nearer sub-carriers are larger.

III. PROPOSED DATA-PILOT-MULTIPLEXED SCHEMES

Let us consider the symbol error probability of a pilot-data-
multiplexed scheme. The receiver performs frequency offset
estimation and compensation, and then channel estimation,
equalization, and detection. The statistics of the normalized

3It is a frequency offset divided by the sub-carrier spacing. We assume that
|v| < D/2.
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Fig. 1. (a) The amplitudes of the ICI coefficients, (b) The absolute values
of the terms {I∗iD−1IiD+1} from β (illustrating the dominant term I∗−1I1).

frequency offset estimate and hence the residual (after fre-
quency offset compensation) normalized frequency offset Δv
depend on the channel h, the transmitted symbols {Cn}, the
estimator, and the noise level. The statistics of the channel
estimate depend on Δv, h, {Cn}, the estimator, and the noise
level. After equalization, the decision variable on the k-th sub-
carrier is given by

Zk =
Yk

Ĥk

=
I0CkHk

Ĥk

+
Gk

Ĥk

+
Wk

Ĥk

. (5)

Let {Ak,i : i = 1, . . . , Mk} be the signal constellation on
the k-th sub-carrier and Rk,i be the decision region for Ak,i.
Then the probability of correct symbol detection on the k-th
sub-carrier given Δv, h, and {Cn} is

Pk(correct|Δv, h, {Cn}) = Prob [Zk ∈ Rk,i|Δv, h, {Cn})] .
(6)

The symbol error probability is given by

Pe = 1 −
∑
{Cn}

Prob[{Cn}]
∫ ∫

1
Nd

∑
k∈Jd

Pk(correct|Δv, h, {Cn}) ×

f(Δv|h, {Cn})f(h) dΔv dh (7)

where f(a) is the probability density function of a, the integral
with respect to h is L-dimensional, and the summation is
(
∑N−1

k=0 Mk)-dimensional. A closed form expression of Pe is
intractable. Recently, a few works [10][11] addressed Pe for
much simpler systems. [10] assumed an AWGN channel with
a frequency offset. [11] considered a frequency-selective chan-
nel with a frequency offset and perfect channel information,
but no closed-form expression was obtained.

Alternative approaches [12][13] used the variance of the
interference term to obtain the error performance degradation
due to the frequency offset. All these works [10]-[13] showed
that a larger frequency offset causes a larger error performance
degradation. In terms of our considered system, a scheme
with a better error performance means a scheme with smaller
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estimation errors. Since we use pilot tones to estimate the
frequency offset and the channel, and the data are uncorrelated
with the pilot and AWGN, the data interference increases
the effective noise (interference plus AWGN) level for the
estimation. Then a reasonable approach for achieving a better
estimation performance irrespective of the estimation method
is to minimize the data interference on the pilot tones, which
we pursue in this paper.

From Fig. 1(a), we observe that the left and right adjacent
tones introduce the most significant interference terms. Based
on this observation together with the aim of improving esti-
mation performance at a minimal sacrifice of data-throughput,
we propose to perform some processing on every left and
right adjacent data of each pilot tone so that the corresponding
data interference is minimized. The possible data throughput
ranges from (Nd − 2Np)/N to Nd/N . For typical systems
where Nd � Np, our data throughput sacrifice is negligible
if compared to the use of self-ICI-cancellation code whose
maximum data throughput is 1/2.

For a fair comparison, we keep the same total pilot en-
ergy and the same total data energy within the data-pilot-
multiplexed symbol of all data-pilot multiplexed schemes. Our
processing on the left and right adjacent tones of each pilot
is the same as long as they are data tones. Without loss
of generality, the ICI term on the pilot transmitted at k-th
(k ∈ Jp) sub-carrier is given by

Gk =
∑

n∈Jd

In−kSnHn +
∑

m∈Jp,m �=k

Im−kPmHm. (8)

The second term in (8) is introduced by other pilot tones and
is independent of data. Since we are designing adjacent data
of each pilot, we only need to consider the first term defined
as

gk =
∑

n=∈Jd,a

In−kSnHn +
∑

m=∈Jd,b

Im−kSmHm. (9)

We assume that the data are independent except between the
two data tones adjacent to each pilot. Then gk is a random
variable with zero mean and its variance is given by

σ2
g,k = E[g∗

kgk]

= E

�
� �

n∈Jd,a

|In−k|2|Sn|2|Hn|2 +
�

m∈Jd,b

|Im−k|2|Sm|2|Hm|2

+ 2�{
�

m∈Jp,a

I∗
m−1−kIm+1−kS∗

m−1Sm+1H
∗
m−1Hm+1}

�
� . (10)

The correlation of data in our considered system is given by

E[S∗
nSm] =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

σ2
1 , n = m, n ∈ Jd,a

σ2
2 , n = m, n ∈ Jd,b

ρσ2
1 , n = p − 1, m = p + 1, p ∈ Jp,a

ρ∗σ2
1 , n = p + 1, m = p − 1, p ∈ Jp,a

0 otherwise.
(11)

Since we keep the total data energy Ed to be constant, σ2
1 and

σ2
2 are related to each other as

σ2
2 =

Ed − 2Np,aσ
2
1

Nd − 2Np,a
(12)

where Np,a denotes the number of tones in the set Jp,a. Using
(11)(12) and assuming E[|Hn|2] = σ2

H in (10) give

σ2
g,k = γk + σ2

1 [αk + �{ρ βk}] (13)

γk = σ2
H

Ed

Nd − 2Np

�
m∈Jd,b

|Im−k|2 (14)

αk = σ2
H

�
� �

n∈Jd,a

{|In−k|2} − 2Np,a

Nd − 2Np,a

�
m∈Jd,b

|Im−k|2
�
�

(15)

βk = 2
�

m∈Jp,a

I∗
m−1−kIm+1−k E[H∗

m−1Hm+1]. (16)

Then our design becomes finding ρ and σ2
1 which minimize

the total data interference on the pilot tones as

{ρ†, σ2
1
†} = arg min

ρ, σ2
1

{σ2
g =

∑
k∈Jp

σ2
g,k} (17)

= arg min
ρ, σ2

1

{σ2
1 [

∑
k∈Jp

αk + �{ρ
∑

k∈Jp

βk}]}

(18)

where the ranges4 are 0 ≤ |ρ| ≤ 1, 0 ≤ (θρ = angle{ρ}) <
2π and 0 ≤ σ2

1 ≤ Ed/Nd. For any σ2
1 , the minimum of σ2

g is
obtained by

ρ† = −e−jθβ (19)

where θβ = angle{
∑

k∈Jp

βk}. Substituting ρ† back into (18)

gives the best σ2
1 as

σ2
1
†

= arg min
σ2
1

{σ2
1 [

∑
k∈Jp

(αk − |βk|)]}

=

{
[σ2

1 ]max = Ed

Nd
, if

∑
k∈Jp

(αk − |βk|) ≤ 0

[σ2
1 ]min = 0, otherwise

(20)

which corresponds to the CD scheme when
∑

k∈Jp

(αk−|βk|) ≤
0 and the ND scheme otherwise. For a small v, we have
Im−1−k � Im+1−k and hence, |βk| � 2σ2

H

∑
k∈Jp,a

|Ik|2. For

a larger v, |βk| is smaller due to a larger variation between
Im−1−k and Im+1−k. But αk is larger for a larger v. Hence,∑
k∈Jp

(αk − |βk|) increases with v. Consequently, for a given

system and channel environment,
∑

k∈Jp

(αk − |βk|) ≤ 0 can

be viewed as the condition where the frequency offset is less
than or equal to a threshold.

Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed CD and ND schemes for
a system with N = 64, Np = 4, Nd = 48, Nn = 12,
l = 8 and Jn = {0, N

2 − Nn + �Nn

2 �, . . . , N
2 + �Nn

2 � − 2},
where �·� represents the floor operation. Note that the Nn

null tones are located at the DC-sub-carrier and at both edges
of the frequency spectrum as typically specified in OFDM
standards. (The number of additional inserted null tones in
the ND scheme is counted in Nd but not in Nn).

In the following, we calculate ρ† for a multipath fading
channel having uncorrelated taps and power delay profile

4Without loss of generality, we simply set this maximum value of σ2
1 which

is the case where all data have the same average energy.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the proposed multiplexed schemes.

{σ2
h,n : n = 0, . . . , L − 1}. For this case, we have

E[H∗
m−1Hm+1] =

L−1∑
n=0

σ2
h,ne

−j4πn
N (21)

which is independent of the sub-carrier index. Next, from (4),
we obtain the following term

I∗nIn+2 =
2

N2

e−j2π/N sin2[π(v + n)]
cos[2π/N ] − cos[2π(v + n + 1)/N ]

(22)

whose phase is given by

θΔI = angle{I∗nIn+2}

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

0, v = integer
π − 2π

N , Nk − 2 < v + n < Nk,
v 	= integer, k = any integer

−2π
N , otherwise.

(23)

It can be easily checked that the terms {I∗m−1−kIm+1−k :
m 	= k} in βk are negligible compared to the term I∗−1I+1

(see also Fig. 1(b)). Then, from (16), (21), and (23), we obtain

θβ � θΔH + π − 2π

N
(24)

where θΔH = angle{E[H∗
m−1Hm+1]} and |v| < 1, v 	= 0 is

assumed. Then (19) becomes

ρ† = ej( 2π
N −θΔH) (25)

which is independent of v. Note that θΔH is very small for
practical systems where N � L and its effect on ρ† can be
neglected, i.e., ρ† = ej( 2π

N ) (or ρ† = 1 for large N ) can be
used. Since the left and right ICI coefficients I1 and I−1 are
almost anti-symmetric, it can be intuitively understood that the
left and right adjacent data tones should be almost the same,
i.e., ρ† � 1.
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Fig. 3. The variance of the data-interference on a pilot tone for the three
multiplexed schemes.

IV. COMPARISON OF SEVERAL SCHEMES

The data throughputs of the CV, CD, and ND schemes are
Nd/N , (Nd − Np)/N , and (Nd − 2Np)/N , respectively. In
typical systems with N � Np, the throughput differences are
not significant. Next, we calculate σ2

g , the ICI effect on all
pilot tones, and obtain

σ2
g =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∑
k∈Jp

(γk + Ed

Nd
αk), CV scheme∑

k∈Jp

(γk + [σ2
1 ]max [αk − |βk|]), CD scheme∑

k∈Jp

γk, ND scheme.

(26)
Note that CV, CD, and ND schemes correspond to (ρ =
0, σ2

1 = σ2
2 = Ed/Nd), (ρ = ρ†, σ2

1 = [σ2
1 ]max), and

(σ2
1 = 0), respectively. Fig. 3 shows σ2

g for all three schemes
in an OFDM system with N = 256, Np = 32, Nn = 0, and
Nd = 224. Both CD and ND schemes achieve considerable
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ICI reduction if compared to the CV scheme. In practice, v
will be small due to prior coarse frequency synchronization.
In this case, both CD and ND schemes have almost the same
data interference on a pilot tone. But the CD scheme has a
higher data throughput than the ND scheme. Note that the CD
scheme can achieve the same data rate as the CV scheme if a
larger modulation alphabet is used on data tones adjacent to
pilot tones. For example, if the CV scheme uses QPSK, then
the CD scheme can transmit the same data rate by using 16-
QAM on data tones adjacent to pilot tones and QPSK on the
remaining data tones. This modified scheme will be denoted
by CD∗.

In terms of complexity, there is no significant difference
among the three schemes. In the CD scheme, using ρ† = 1
requires no additional complexity. After frequency-domain
equalization at the receiver, the CD scheme performs averag-
ing of the adjacent data tones and detects Nd−Np sub-carrier
symbols while the CV scheme detects Nd sub-carrier symbols
and the ND scheme detects Nd − 2Np sub-carrier symbols.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The simulation parameters are as follows. A multipath
Rayleigh fading channel having L = 16 uncorrelated taps and
an exponential power delay profile {σ2

h,n : n = 0, . . . , L− 1}
with a 3dB per tap decaying factor is considered. The number
of sub-carriers is N = 256. The data-pilot-multiplexed symbol
has Np = 32 pilot tones, Nn = 0 null tone and Nd = 244
data tones. A packet in the simulation contains one data-
pilot-multiplexed OFDM symbol followed by 5 data-only
OFDM symbols using QPSK modulation. Total pilot energy
and data Eb/N0 are kept the same for all schemes. The
pilot tone index-shift is l = 0 and the ratio of total pilot
energy to total data energy within a data-pilot-multiplexed
symbol is defined by PDER (Pilot-to-Data Energy Ratio). The
normalized frequency offset is modeled as a uniform random
variable with the range [−0.2, 0.2].

In addition to CD, ND, and CV schemes, we also evaluate
two other pilot-data-multiplexed schemes which use 2Np pilot
tones and hence have the same data throughput as the CD
scheme. The first scheme (denoted by CV2) is the CV scheme
with 2Np (instead of Np) pilot tones. In the second scheme
(denoted by “pair”), pairs of equal energy pilot tones are
located at the indices {mD, mD + 1 : m = 0, . . . , Np − 1}
and the two adjacent pilot tones are the same5. These two
adjacent pilot tones are averaged at the receiver before the
estimation is carried out. We consider two sets of estimators.
In the first set denoted by “Estimator-A”, we use the BLUE
frequency offset estimation method (Method-D) from [3] and
the least-squares channel estimation [9] (after frequency offset
compensation). Note that the “BLUE” estimator used in this
paper is not the exact best linear unbiased estimator due to the
data interference but we will refer to it as the BLUE method
for convenience. It would represent an approximate BLUE
by treating the data interference as additional uncorrelated
noise. In the second set, denoted by “Estimator-B”, we use the

5We also evaluated this scheme with adjacent pilot tones being negative of
each other. Its performance is worse than the scheme with the same adjacent
pilot tones.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of data-pilot-multiplexed schemes in terms of the MSE
of normalized frequency offset estimation at PDER = 0 dB.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of data-pilot-multiplexed schemes in terms of the
normalized channel estimation MSE at PDER = 0 dB.

frequency offset estimator in [1] with a correlation distance of
128 samples and the frequency-domain least-squares channel
estimator with interpolation in the sub-carrier domain.

Figs. 4-6 present the mean-square error (MSE) of the nor-
malized frequency offset estimation (MSEv), the normalized
MSE of CIR estimation (NMSEh), and the BER, respectively,
versus pilot signal energy to noise variance ratio (PSNR=
PDER · DSNR where the data signal to noise ratio DSNR
is given by 2 Eb

N0

D−1
D where the factor 2 is due to the use of

QPSK data symbol) with PDER = 0 dB. The corresponding
results for PDER = 5 dB are shown in Figs. 7-9. The CD∗

scheme is also included in the BER comparison. The following
remarks are in order.

1) There exist MSEv floors for all schemes due to the data
interference. A larger PDER can lower the MSE floors
of all schemes.

2) The proposed schemes outperform all other schemes
significantly.

3) The proposed CD scheme gives better performance than
the proposed ND scheme for the estimator-A while
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Fig. 7. Comparison of data-pilot-multiplexed schemes in terms of the MSE
of normalized frequency offset estimation at PDER = 5 dB.

the reverse holds for the estimator-B. The estimator-A
performs better than the estimator-B.

4) The CD∗ scheme experiences a slight performance
degradation (simply due to the larger error performance
of 16-QAM than QPSK) if compared to the CD scheme
but it still outperforms conventional schemes (CV, CV2,
and pair) while having the same data rate as the CV
scheme does.

The performance dependence of the proposed schemes on
the estimators can be explained as follows. In the design,
all interference terms are considered to negatively affect the
estimation performance. However, for the CD schemes with
the estimator A (B), the interference terms from the data tones
adjacent to pilot yield a constructive (destructive) effect in the
frequency offset estimation. The time-domain k-th sample of
the adjacent data tones in the CD scheme can be given by

{e−j2πk
N + (ρ†)∗e

j2πk
N }

Np−1∑
l=0

SlD+1e
−j2πlDk

N ≡
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Fig. 8. Comparison of data-pilot-multiplexed schemes in terms of the
normalized channel estimation MSE at PDER = 5 dB.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of data-pilot-multiplexed schemes in terms of the
uncoded BER performance at PDER = 5 dB.

{e−j2πk
N + (ρ†)∗e

j2πk
N } xk � 2 cos(

2πk

N
)xk modNp

(27)

where xk for k = 0, . . . , N − 1 contains D identical parts of
length Np each, regardless of {SlD±1}. The contribution of
adjacent data tones in the CD scheme with the BLUE method
(estimator-A) can be observed by inputting the term in (27)
(i.e., 2 cos(2πk

N ) xk mod Np or equivalently cos(2πk/N))) to
the BLUE method. If the channel output time-domain pilot
signal is input to the BLUE method, the resulting terms before
multiplying with the BLUE weighting values are all positive
values. For the cos(2πk/N)) input, the resulting terms before
multiplying with the BLUE weighting values are depicted in
Fig. 10 together with the BLUE weighting values. They are
all positive values (except at tap 2 and 6) and hence, we
can clearly observe that the adjacent data tones of the CD
scheme constructively help the BLUE method, hence, resulting
in a better performance for the CD scheme than σ2

g reflects.
Inputting cos(2πk/N) to the frequency offset estimator of the
estimator-B gives a correlation value of −64 (if the channel
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Fig. 10. Illustration of the constructive interference of the CD scheme’s
adjacent data tones in the BLUE frequency offset estimation.

output pilot signal is input, the corresponding value is positive)
which indicates that the adjacent data tones in the CD scheme
negatively affect the estimator-B.

A factor that affects the frequency offset estimation per-
formance is the fluctuation of the received training signal
energy. As long as the number of pilot tones is at least L,
the time-domain identical part of the pilot signal has zero
auto-correlation property which gives minimum fluctuation of
the received energy. This fact translates into the minimum
averaged CRB (the CRB conditioned on a particular channel
realization is averaged over the random channel) of the fre-
quency offset estimation (more details are referred to [14]).
Since the numbers of pilot tones used in all schemes are at
least L, there is no difference regarding the effect of received
energy fluctuation on the estimation performance.

The performance differences among the proposed schemes
and the reference schemes can be ascribed to three factors
– the perturbation of the ICI caused by the pilot tones, the
data interference on the pilot tones, and the estimator’s noise
suppression capability for the considered multiplexed scheme.
Since the frequency offset estimation is based on the ICI
caused by the pilot tones, this ICI should not be affected.
The “pair” scheme performs averaging between adjacent pilot
tones and hence affects the ICI induced by the pilot tones.
This fact explains why its estimation performance is worse
than other schemes.

Recall that we set the same total pilot energy regardless of
the scheme for a fair comparison. Hence, even though CV2
and "pair" schemes have twice as many pilot tones, the pilot
energy on each pilot is half of that of the CV scheme. The
significant data interference terms in the estimation come from
the data tones adjacent to pilot tones. Since CV2 and "pair"
schemes have more pilot tones, they have more adjacent data
tones which give significant interference. Consequently, CV2
and "pair" schemes are affected more by the data interference
and hence are outperformed by the other schemes.

Next, consider the CD scheme and the CV2 scheme. First
of all, the CD scheme has less data interference than the CV2
scheme. Even if we neglect this advantage (alternatively, if

there are only pilot tones and no data), we can explain the
better performance of the CD scheme as follows. Consider
pilot-only case; the time-domain pilot signal of length N
samples contains N/Np identical parts in the CD scheme and
N/(2Np) identical parts in the CV2 scheme. If we calculate
the BLUE variance, we obtain that the pilot signal with a larger
number of identical parts (whose length should be at least the
number of channel taps) gives a smaller estimation variance.
More details on the effect of the number of identical parts
on the BLUE variance can be referred to [3]. An alternative
explanation is given as follows. The estimator utilizes the time-
domain periodic structure (which is due to the equi-spaced
pilot tones in the frequency domain) and noise suppression
is embedded in the BLUE. Since we can only suppress the
noise at the non-pilot sub-carriers, we can achieve a better
noise suppression if a smaller number of pilot tones (≥ L)
are used. This fact explains why the CD scheme outperforms
the CV2 scheme even at low SNR.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In OFDM-based systems, data-pilot-multiplexed OFDM
symbols are typically transmitted at a regular rate in order
to track variations in channel gains and synchronization pa-
rameters. This paper derives data-pilot-multiplexed schemes
which minimize data-interference (due to frequency offsets)
on the pilot tones with a minimal data throughput sacrifice.
This data-interference minimizing design gives a correlated
data insertion scheme (CD), a null data insertion scheme
(ND), and a modified CD scheme. Although this design does
not guarantee minimum BER performance, our simulation
results show that the proposed schemes achieve significant
BER improvement over the conventional schemes (the CD and
ND schemes have over 7 dB SNR advantage and the modified
CD scheme has over 3 dB SNR advantage at the uncoded BER
of 2×10−2 and PDER of 5 dB). Since the BLUE complexity
is quite low, the CD scheme would be preferable over the ND
scheme due to its better performance and slightly larger data
throughput. Existing OFDM-based systems as well as those
in standardization process have pilot-data-multiplexed OFDM
symbols and hence, our proposed schemes would be useful in
enhancing these systems.
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